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JUPITER
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NEW
Tooling!

Season s Greetings,

NEWJowett Jupiter SA -
British Racing Green
                         SCALE      PRICE
43JUP001 1:43  £24.95

Jowett Jupiter SA - British Racing Green
New tooling in 1:43 scale introduces this 1950s British

sports car into the Oxford series of classic motors of the

era.  In real life, the 2-seater drophead coupé was only

made for four years between 1950 and 1954 when

around 900 came off the production line.  The Jowett

Jupiter chassis was launched at the 1949 London Motor

show and again at the Geneva Motor Show in March

1950, with the complete car being unveiled for the first

time in New York in April 1950.  It came with a 4-speed

manual gearbox and a 1486 cc engine.  Speedwise, it

reached a record of 90 mph on testing; fuel consumption

was around 25 miles per gallon; purchase price ready to

put on the road was £1086.  The Jupiter also had limited

success on the race track too, winning at Walkden Glen

in 1951 and finishing 13th but winning in its class at Le

Mans in 1952.

Our replica makes its debut with hood up, painted in

British Racing Green with cream hood.  The interior is

moulded in dark beige with ivory seating and floor.  

The steering wheel and dashboard are mid brown.

Registered JHS 365, the exterior detailing is finished in

chrome with the Jowett Jupiter badge in chrome and red

above the radiator.  No doubt we will see the model in

open top mode soon.  In the meantime, it fills an

important gap in Oxford’s series of classic British cars.
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1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Sierra Sapphire -
Moonstone Blue
                              SCALE      PRICE
76FS004       1:76   £5.75

NEWJaguar E Type Soft Top -
Imperial Maroon
                              SCALE      PRICE
76ETYP012   1:76   £5.45

Ford Sierra Sapphire - Moonstone Blue
The fourth release on the racy Ford Sierra Sapphire

RS from the mid 1980s and early 1990s is

registered H994 HHN from 1990/91 and is

based on the later 4-door hatchback, four

wheel drive model introduced in 1990.  In real

life, the car was a great favourite with the racing

and rallying fraternity with its 5-speed gearbox and

up to 224 hp which enabled it to reach a maximum speed

of 149 mph.  It could also do 0-60 mph in 6.5 seconds.

Jaguar E Type Soft Top - Imperial Maroon
The iconic Jaguar ‘E’ Type makes its latest Oxford

entrance in a soft top option, decorated in a rich dark

crimson body with black roof and registered

CAD 457E.  The contrasting interior is

moulded in light beige with detailed

instrument panel to the dashboard.

Externally lots of silver trim enhances

the window frames, bumpers and door

handles, while the silver spoked wheels 

sport whitewall tyres, all confirming the sporty 

elegance of the marque. 

Jaguar MkII - Carmen Red
The Jaguar MkII was a fast, mid-sized 4-door

luxury car, classed as a sports saloon

with an XK6 engine, which ticked all

Sir William Lyons’ promotional boxes

for grace, space and pace!

Our seventh release of the 1:76 scale

Jaguar MkII appears in a brilliant red.  It has a

black interior and lots of exterior chrome to

complement the body colour.  Registered GVC

519D, it dates from 1966, the penultimate year

of production.

BMW 2002 - Taiga Green
Dating from the 1960s and 1970s,

our classic BMW 2002 makes its

third entrance in a bright green

colour scheme with black interior

and black/silver external trim.  

The 2-door car is registered LWD 114L

from 1973.  The wide squat radiator is

finished in silver/black above which the

famous BMW badge features on the

front of the bonnet.

NEWJaguar MkII - Carmen Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76JAG2007  1:76   £5.45

NEWBMW 2002 - Taiga Green
                              SCALE      PRICE
76BM02003 1:76   £5.75
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Ford Escort XR3i - Caspian Blue
The Ford Escort XR3i was developed as a

sporting rival to the contemporary VW Golf

GTI.  The eighties witnessed the Mk III Escort

as the most common type of car on British roads

with almost one and a half million at the end of the

decade. Its highly desirable offshoot, the XR3i benefited

from an upgraded suspension and cosmetic modifications

and came complete with fuel injection. 

Registered OGT 539Y from 1982/83, this racy two-door

saloon is decorated in an attractive blue colour scheme

with black trim to aerofoil, bumpers, window surrounds

and radiator grille.  The contrasting interior is moulded in

deep grey. In real life, the XR3i was a particular hit with

the younger male drivers.  No great surprise there! 

Triumph TR4 103MU - RAF Akrotiri Cyprus
This unusual livery on the much-loved British Triumph

TR4 from the 1960s is a most interesting one.  

It appears as used by the RAF’s 103 Maintenance

Unit (MU), a repair and salvage unit, which served

in Akrotiri in Cyprus between 1955 and 1975.

The colourful 103MU crest on the doors -

Maintenance Unit 103 RAF Repair - is an example 

of a badge which the monarch awards to such units, 

in this case Her Majesty the Queen, who made this 

award to 103 MU in June 1958.  

Decorated in black with black interior, the car is

registered 22 AM 39 and has the 103MU detailing in

yellow on both sides of the boot.  Despite the important

and serious aspect of 

the Unit’s role, to be driving round in Mediterranean

sunshine in this super open-topped sports car must have

been a bonus!

Morris Minor Traveller - 
Limeflower
The Morris Minor, 

designed by Sir Alec

Issigonis, was launched at the 1948 Earl’s Court

Motor Show.  In 1953, the 2-door wood-

framed Morris 1000 Traveller version was

launched.  Affectionately named ‘Woodie’

because of its ash framework, it was and still

is much loved by classic car enthusiasts. 

Our latest 1:76 scale replica is decorated in a vivid

lime green colour scheme with golden brown wood

effect panels and a grey blue interior.  It is registered

GUW 514J from 1971.  Our model includes lots of

authentic details including the Morris 1000 marque on

the offside rear door and the signature Morris badge

on the bonnet above the familiar Morris grille. 

NEWMorris Minor Traveller
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MMT002  1:76   £5.45

NEWFord Escort XR3i - 
Caspian Blue
                        SCALE      PRICE
76XR006  1:76  £5.75

NEWMorris Minor Traveller -
Limeflower
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MMT010  1:76   £5.75

NEWTriumph TR4 103MU - 
RAF Akrotiri Cyprus
                              SCALE      PRICE
76TR4004     1:76   £5.75
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Range Rover Evoque Coupé (Facelift) - Fuji White
Only the second release on the updated Range Rover

Evoque Coupé, our brilliant white model is registered

YR66 XZL from the second half of 2016.  The interior

and chassis are black in sharp contrast to the

bodywork, which is enhanced with lots

of silver trim.  Particularly notable are

the highly detailed wheels and stylish

radiator grille.

The highly popular luxury SUV was

‘tweaked’ by Range Rover in 2015,

adding updated refinements to both the

interior and exterior including a new front

bumper, two new grille options, larger intakes on the

sides of the bonnet and new alloy wheels, all of which

have been incorporated in perfect miniature on our 

1:76 scale replica.

Reliant Regal Supervan - Blue
The Reliant Regal reflects a certain British eccentricity

and is all the more loved for it, as has been shown in

many an appearance in the field of entertainment!

The Reliant Regal Supervan was a light-commercial

version of the original 3-wheeler Reliant Regal with

a side-hinged rear door.  The marque was

manufactured between 1953 and 1973 by the Reliant

Motor Company in Tamworth but it was to be many

years before its cult status came to the fore.

Its fifth appearance in Oxford’s 1:76 scale series sees it

with a pale blue colour scheme with black interior and

black chassis with silver

exterior trim.  It is registered GRA 26K from 1971/72.

Range Rover Sport SVR - Firenze Red
Jaguar Land Rover launched their new

Range Rover Sport SVR (Special Vehicle

Racing) 4 x 4 in 2015, the first vehicle

to come out of the company’s new 

in-house performance division; it was

the fastest Land Rover ever made

with a 542 bhp 5.0L V8 engine;

acceleration of 0-62 mph in 4.5 seconds and

a maximum speed of 175.8 mph;  combined fuel

consumption is a bit heavy at around 22 mpg but comfort

and refinement are second to none and if you can’t afford

the high spec model at just under £100,000, you can opt

for the cheaper version at £87,000. 

Failing that, you have Oxford!  Our third release on this

superb 1:76 scale replica comes in a rich red with black

roof, wheels and trim, registered RR66 NJH.  The interior

is red too with contrasting ivory seating.  A classy 4 x 4.

NEWRange Rover Evoque Coupé
(Facelift) - Fuji White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RRE002    1:76   £6.95

NEWReliant Regal Supervan -
Blue
                              SCALE      PRICE
76REL005     1:76   £5.45

NEWRange Rover Sport SVR -
Firenze Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RRS003    1:76   £6.95
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1:76 SCALE

Land Rover Series II, SWB Canvas - REME
Our Land Rover Series II with short wheelbase takes

on a military role this time, as deployed by the Royal

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.  It is decorated in

its traditional dark green colour scheme and features

a sand coloured canvas back with rear window.

Registered 19 CL 49, the unit’s military markings are

contoured round the front mudguards and across the

rear door.  The interior is moulded in the dark green of

the body, with grey seating.

Land Rover Series III SWB Canvas - 
Royal Navy
Dark blue and light beige make a striking

combination on this canvas backed Land Rover

Series III, appearing as the short wheelbase option.

Registered 26 RN 74, it is decorated in the smart

dark blue Royal Navy colour scheme with simple

white graphics.  The wheel inserts and vehicle

interior mirror the body colour, while fine silver

waistband trim has been applied to the doors.

Remaining exterior trim is also finished in silver,

including the Land Rover radiator, rounding off a

model which will look good in either your Oxford

Land Rover or Military collections. 

Land Rover Lightweight 
Hard Top - Fred Dibnah 
Fred Dibnah was a Lancashire

steeplejack and first came to public attention with

a fascinating TV series in which his traditional

methods of demolishing the vast Victorian cotton

and woollen mill chimneys of Lancashire and

Yorkshire were watched by millions.  

Fred’s famous Land Rover modelled here in 1:76

scale is registered ECW 656W from 1980/81.  

It is decorated in red and green with a roof,

bonnet and wheel centres masked in light brown.

Fred’s business name is printed in cream along 

the sides and rear of the vehicle.  The interior is

moulded in the same green as the lower body

with remaining exterior trim masked black. 

Having had the pleasure of meeting Fred, a lasting

memory of him is leaning against his steam

engine in his signature flat cap which was

almost moulded to his head, it was so worn!

Such a character.

NEWLand Rover Series II, SWB
Canvas - REME
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LR2S006   1:76   £5.95

NEWLand Rover Series III SWB
Canvas - Royal Navy
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LR3S004   1:76   £5.95

NEWLand Rover Lightweight
Hard Top - Fred Dibnah 
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LRL006     1:76   £5.95

Land Rover Defender 90
Station Wagon - Orkney Grey
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF003     1:76   £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Daimler Hearse - Black
                           SCALE     PRICE
76RDH001  1:76  £6.95

Austin J4 Van - Southern Electricity
The J4 Van was a 10cwt (1/2 ton) forward control van

launched by Morris Commercial in 1960.  Its style and

versatility made it very popular as a delivery or utilities

vehicle and for its latest appearance, it is decorated in

the Southern Electricity livery of the period, registered

VYN 219G from 1968/69.  The bright green and white

body features the Southern Electricity red and black

graphics to the sides and rear.  In contrast to previous

releases, note the Austin

radiator grille and Austin

name on this model. 

Ford Transit Mk 3 - British Gas
The third generation Ford Transit was manufactured

between 1986 and 2003.  It was a completely new shape

and came in various styles from 3/4 door van, 4-door

minibus, 4-door crew cab or even a 2-door pickup.

It was a favourite with utility companies in particular

and here we see it as used by British Gas, registered

G257 XVX from 1989/90.  The modern bright royal

blue British Gas livery is complemented by equally

modern ‘flame’

graphics in pale

blue and orange. 

Beadle Integral - Southdown
Only the fourth release on the 1:76 scale single deck

Beadle Integral, it appears in the highly popular

Southdown livery.  Southdown operated the Beagle

Integral with a different configuration from the standard

style which here at Oxford we have incorporated into

our tooling.  You will notice that the passenger door is

placed centrally rather

than to the front and that we have modified the interior

accordingly.  Just like the real thing!

Our model is decorated in the signature bright green

Southdown colour scheme with cream masking, gold

lettering, silver trim and a dark green interior with light

green seating.  Registered LCD 861, the destination blind

sees it going to Southdown Races.  Lots of fun to be had

there, we are sure!

NEWAustin J4 Van - 
Southern Electricity
                              SCALE      PRICE
76J4003      1:76   £6.45

NEWBeadle Integral - Southdown
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76BI004         1:76  £18.95

NEWFord Transit Mk3 - British Gas
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76FT3008         1:76   £5.75
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N SCALE
Mobile Trailer - Wall’s 
This release of our mobile trailer in the signature cream and pale

blue Wall’s Ice Cream livery is also a crossover from a previous

1:76 scale version and comes in exactly the same detail.  

Complete with jockey wheel hook-up assembly and cream

roofboard proclaiming Wall’s Ice Cream sold here, the mobile

sales unit is all ready to drive off to the nearest event. 

Mini Car - RAF
Striking in its simplicity, the Classic Mini is decorated in RAF blue with

contrasting silver trim and grey interior. Registered 26 AM 46, the model

features a small RAF roundel on the offside of the bonnet and the Mini

Minor marque in silver above the rear

number plate.  Military and Mini collectors

should enjoy this one!

Ford 400E Van - Royal Mail
This Ford 400E van in Royal Mail livery has already appeared as

both 1:43 and 1:76 scale Oxford replicas, so we are pleased to

now add it to the 1:148 scale line-up.  The Ford 400E, more

commonly referred to as the Ford Thames Van, is registered 987

EXU and features a circular Post Office stamp with No. 75224

printed on the nearside cabin door.  Note too, the Ford Thames

Diesel lettering above the black radiator,

as well as across the rear doors.

Ford Transit Mk5 SWB, Low Roof - Stobart Rail
Also an exact replica of an Oxford model already produced in 1:76

scale, this N gauge up to the minute Ford Transit model with a

short wheelbase and low roof option is as used by Stobart

Rail Civil Engineering.  In white with blue and red graphics,

the van is registered BT62 NTF.  The interior as well as the

exterior trim are all in black.  Additional graphics include

the blue and silver Ford badge in the centre of the radiator

and printed on the offside back door.  NEWFord Transit Mk5 SWB, 
Low Roof - Stobart Rail 
                       SCALE       PRICE
NFT012   1:148  £5.25

NEWMobile Trailer - Wall’s
                              SCALE        PRICE
NTRAIL004  1:148  £4.95

NEWFord 400E Van - Royal Mail
                              SCALE        PRICE
NFDE004     1:148  £5.25

NEWMini Car - RAF
                         SCALE       PRICE
NMN007 1:148  £4.55

Back to the Future II
                        SCALE       PRICE
22441W   1:24  £16.95

Back to the Future I
                        SCALE       PRICE
22443W   1:24  £16.95

Back to the Future III
                        SCALE       PRICE
22444W   1:24  £16.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Scania P Car Transporter - ECM
A replica of the Evo 6 12-car transporter made by

Hunwick Engineering is Essex, the Oxford Scania P

Transporter contains a mass of detailed and different

paint, print and masking operations which come together

to create this amazing vehicle.  Registered

M7 ECM, it is modelled on a transporter

used by ECM and appears in attractive 

two-tone pale blues with white contrast.  The cab 

interior is black as is the majority of the external trim.

The transporter section car ramps are silver grey, as are

the mudguard tops, wheel centres and fuel tanks. 

Pallet/Loads
Line up your period Oxford 1:76 scale flatbeds and dropsides, from the

early days of delivery vehicles to the 1970s, to take these pallet loads

decorated in nostalgic names from the past. 

NEWAtkinson Borderer Low
Loader - NCB Mines Rescue
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76ATK004      1:76  £19.95

NEWScania P Car Transporter -
ECM
                              SCALE      PRICE
76SCT006     1:76  £35.45

NEWPallet/Loads - 
Wills Woodbine x 4
                           SCALE     PRICE
76ACC005  1:76 £4.95

NEWPallet/Loads - 
Reckitts Starch x 4
                           SCALE     PRICE
76ACC007  1:76 £4.95

NEWPallet/Loads - 
Watneys Red Barrel x 4
                           SCALE     PRICE
76ACC006  1:76 £4.95

NEWPallet/Loads - 
Pratts Motor Oil x 4
                           SCALE     PRICE
76ACC008  1:76 £4.95

Atkinson Borderer Low Loader - NCB Mines Rescue
Dating from the mid 1970s with registration plate KKU

655P, the fourth release on the Atkinson Border is pulling

an extensive low loader working for the National Coal

Board Mines Rescue department.  The cab is decorated in 

bright yellow with contrasting dark blue to the low

loader section and wheels.  The flatbed floor is given a

realistic brown ‘timber’ finish and carries the NCB logo

on the side edge.  The detail is all in the cab which

features the distinctive Atkinson radiator with chrome

surround to the black grille.  A destination board above

the cab window reads Mines Rescue. 
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1:76 SCALE

Scania ARP - Scottish Fire & Rescue Service
We go north of the border for this release on the Scania

Aerial Ladder Pump fire appliance, which appears with

a wealth of authentic detail and colour, as operated

by the Scottish Fire & Rescue Service from 2009.

Decorated in red, silver and black with yellow and

orange masking, the unprecedented level of detail

includes the fire service crest, manufacturers’ details

and even the website address for Fire Scotland.  

The cab, which has a clear/black/white light bar on

the roof, is right hand drive, while the complex roof

ladder system is finished in silver.   

Bedford QLD RAF 2nd Tactical Air Force - 
84 Group, Europe, 1944
Here we see Bedford’s QLD as deployed on the Western

Front in 1944, carrying the US Army white star on the

cab roof and the RAF roundel on each side of the canvas

back.  The body is decorated in a dark brown and olive

drab camouflage colour scheme.  The service’s number RAF

105220 is printed in white below the radiator grille and again

with the RAF roundel below the stretched ‘canvas’ back. 

MAN Pump Ladder - Herts Fire & Rescue Service
Our very modern MAN Pump Ladder fire appliance is

registered GN58 FDV from 2008, as used by the

Hertfordshire Fire & Rescue service.  It is high on detail,

from the bright red, silver and black body colour to the

equally bright orange and yellow masking to the sides

and rear.  The model is a replica of the right hand drive

vehicle working as Berkhamstead Fire-Rescue 9719

and carries the Fire Service name and crest

printed on the both doors.  Other authentic

details include the Night Owl Mast lamp

housed on the passenger side roof

and a clear roof light bar.

TACR2 - RAF St Mawgan (Red)
The Range Rover 6x4 TACR2, (Tactical Aircraft Crash

Rescue) was introduced in 1977 as a successor to the

earlier TACR1 based on a Land Rover chassis.  This new

release in red has also appeared as part of a four-piece

RAF Centenary Set.  Now, you have the chance to obtain

it as a single item in its own right.  The red colour

scheme shows the wealth of apparatus

off to great effect.  With Royal Air Force

Fire Service in white printed on each

side, the vehicle is registered 31 AG 14.

NEWBedford QLD RAF 2nd Tactical Air
Force - 84 Group, Europe, 1944
                                           SCALE       PRICE
76QLD007             1:76  £14.95

NEWMAN Pump Ladder - Herts
Fire & Rescue Service
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76MFE005     1:76  £18.75

NEWScania ARP - Scottish
Fire & Rescue Service
                              SCALE      PRICE
76SAL006     1:76  £22.95

NEWTACR2 - RAF St Mawgan
(Red)
                         SCALE      PRICE
76TAC006 1:76 £11.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Supermarine Walrus Mk I - 
Operation Torch, North Africa, 1942
The Supermarine Walrus was a British single engine

amphibious biplane reconnaissance aircraft, designed by

R.J. Mitchell who was also responsible for the illustrious

Spitfire.  The aircraft first flew on the 21st June 1933.

Operated by the Fleet Air Arm, it also served with the

Royal Air Force and several Commonwealth forces.  

Designed for use as a fleet spotter to be catapulted from

battleships or cruisers, the Walrus was later employed in 

a variety of roles most notably as a

rescue aircraft for downed aircrew. 

Here, the Walrus is decorated as it

took part in Operation Torch and

appears in beige and dark earth desert camouflage

colours with a pale blue underside.  The blue and white

US Forces star is printed on the upper and lower wings.

The enclosed cockpit interior and the gun positions are

both green.  Note particularly the two guns fore and aft

of the cockpit and the omission of bomb racks under the

wings on this release.  

NEWSupermarine Walrus Mk I -
Operation Torch, North Africa, 1942
                                                  SCALE       PRICE
72SW004                  1:72  £33.95

Land Rover SI 88" Canvas - Bronze Green (Plimsoll)
Owned by Mark Saville who is on the editorial staff of 

Land Rover Magazine, this Land Rover with a difference is

affectionately known as Plimsoll!  In real life, it has four

standard Land Rover wheels which can be changed to

cast wheels capable of running on railway tracks!  On

these railway wheels it has travelled over 40,000 miles. 

Our Oxford model is decorated in the bronze green of the

original with green canvas back and features the standard

road tyres.  The back gives a printed list of the key places and dates

it has travelled on tour, starting with the Faroe Islands in 2007 and

still going strong!  

Austin Seven RN Van - Coca Cola
The appropriately numbered registration plate CC 1931 on this

model takes us right back to the launch year of the Austin Seven

and its universal appeal as a small commercial van.  Here we see

it in glorious red, yellow and black with graphics of the period.

The van sides capture the company’s signature red and white

lettering.  With a detailed interior finished in black and a final

touch of bright yellow spoked

wheels, this is a piece typically

representative of the period to 

add to your Coca Cola collection.

NEWLand Rover SI 88" Canvas
Bronze Green (Plimsoll)
                                    SCALE       PRICE
43LAN188024  1:43  £16.95

NEWAustin Seven RN Van -
Coca Cola
                                 SCALE       PRICE
43ASV008CC  1:43  £16.95
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1:76 SCALE

3 Piece Set - Bubble Car
A great gift idea for a bubble car fanatic is

this three-piece Bubble Car set in 1:76 scale.  

It brings together a nostalgic mix of the

three-wheeler manufactured by three famous

names in either aviation or motoring history. 

NEW
SET!

NEW3 piece Set - Bubble Car
                        SCALE      PRICE
76SET62   1:76  £15.95

NEWDAF - Plain White
                     SCALE      PRICE
SP141A  1:76  £23.00

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

London Bus - Gift
                 SCALE      PRICE
LD001  1:76   £6.45

MODELS 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN!

1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick Up - Red/White
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CP65004  1:87   £5.95

                              SCALE      PRICE
76MA002     1:76   £9.95

Dennis RS Fire Engine -
London Fire Brigade
                              SCALE      PRICE
76DN001      1:76  £14.95

Mercedes Ambulance -
London Ambulance Service

3 piece Set - BMW
For ‘Beamer’ enthusiasts everywhere, this set covers three ages of the

marque in attractive colour variants. Each has appeared as a single item in

Oxford’s 1:76 scale series previously and for new collectors in particular,

the set provides an opportunity to grab them in a single swoop!

JCB 531 70 Loadall - JCB
                          SCALE       PRICE
76LDL001  1:76  £19.95

NEW3 piece Set - BMW
                        SCALE      PRICE
76SET61   1:76  £16.95

NEW
SET!
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AR145 Hotchkiss Album: In the opinion of William Boddy, revered editor of Motor Sport, ‘the
Hotchkiss company was one of those manufacturers who never made a bad car, or at least very
few of them.  That is quite an accolade for a car manufacturer largely forgotten by most car
enthusiasts in the 21st century.  Hotchkiss started out in the 19th century as an arms

manufacturer.  Hotchkiss produced fine cars, some sporting, others more luxurious,
whilst still producing guns and tanks.  The postwar years were difficult for Hotchkiss
and a merger with Delahaye, licence-building of Jeeps and Ferguson tractors, and
expansion into the commercial vehicle market did not really
solve the long-term problems.  In 1954 car production ceased.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR145
NEW

AR146 Mercedes-Benz part 2: Commercial Vehicles: When we looked into the question
of adding the history of Mercedes-Benz to the Auto Review series, it quickly became apparent
that there would be far too much for a single volume. 

We therefore decided to divide the story into four, with the first one, Auto Review
143, covering Mercedes-Benz road cars, plus the cars made earlier by Benz and
Daimler.  This volume, Auto Review 146, covers Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicles,
Auto Review 149 is devoted to the Unimog and MB-Trac, and Auto Review 156 will
describe Mercedes-Benz competition cars. 
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NEW

OR763TO001  1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach TSO BR Blue & Grey M12056

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL! OR763TO001C  1:76 - £34.95
Mk3a Coach TSO BR Blue & Grey M12070

OR763TO001B  1:76 - £34.95
Mk3a Coach TSO BR Blue & Grey M12068
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